[An experimental examination of the significance of the peak antimicrobial concentration value in urine and time above MIC on the effect of antimicrobial agents--an examination using a severely complicated in vitro bladder model with an autosimulation system for antimicrobial concentration in urine].
Using a severely complicated in vitro bladder model with a computer-controlled autosimulation system for antimicrobial concentration in urine, we examined the significance of the peak concentration value and time above MIC, and obtained the following results. 1. Regarding the initial bactericidal speed, the higher the peak concentration value was, the more quickly the bacterial concentration decreased. 2. Concerning the minimum value of bacterial concentration in the model bladder, the higher the peak concentration value was, the more the level tended to decrease. 3. Regarding inhibition of regrowth of bacteria (ERT) 1) When a particular antimicrobial agent had no PAE on bacteria, the viable bacterial count curve was similar in cases of peak antimicrobial concentration values of higher than 8 MIC. 2) On the other hand, when an antimicrobial agent had PAE on bacteria, regrowth of bacteria occurred quickly below a certain peak concentration (24 MIC or 64 MIC value), although there was some difference depending on the type of antimicrobial agents. Thus, it was suggested that the peak concentration above that level be attained and maintration above that level be attained and maintained for some time were in order to obtain PAE adequately. 4. It is concluded from the aforementioned facts that two factors, a certain high concentration and a certain continued time are necessary for both antimicrobial agent with metabolic disorder and antimicrobial agent with cell wall synthetic inhibition to obtain proper antimicrobial effect. The condition of their necessity differed slightly according to the two different agents.